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Agile Management for Software Engineering: Applying the Theory of Constraints for Business ResultsPrentice Hall, 2003
A breakthrough approach to managing agile software development. Agile methods might just be the alternative to outsourcing. However, agile development must scale in scope and discipline to be acceptable in the boardrooms of the Fortune 1000. In Agile Management for Software Engineering, David J....
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Creating a Winning E-BusinessCourse Technology PTR, 2005

	Creating a Winning E-Business, Second Edition provides general business students, graduate students,
	continuing education students, executive education seminar participants, and entrepreneurs
	with practical ideas on planning and creating an e-business. We assume that readers have
	no previous e-business knowledge or experience. This book...
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Create and Deliver a Killer Product Demo: Tips and Tricks to Wow Your CustomersApress, 2018

	Create great product demos and sell more of your product with the strategies and inspiration in this book. Insightful interviews are presented with professionals who are giving killer product demos in several types of businesses today. The strategies taught in this book are based on the analysis of product demos that made history and...
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Rough Computing: Theories, Technologies and ApplicationsIGI Global, 2007
Rough set theory is a new soft computing tool which deals with vagueness and uncertainty. It has attracted the attention of researchers and practitioners worldwide, and has been successfully applied to many fields such as knowledge discovery, decision support, pattern recognition, and machine learning.
Rough Computing: Theories,...
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How to Develop and Implement a Security Master PlanAuerbach Publications, 2008
Written for corporation security officers, this work is designed to help them garner executive support and increased funding for their security programs.  It provides a thorough understanding of the Security Master Planning process, explaining how to develop appropriate risk mitigation strategies, and how to focus on both effectiveness and...
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Creative Careers in HollywoodAllworth Press, 2002
In this candid guide, entertainment industry veteran Laurie Scheer offers a witty and informative inside look at the primary professions in the movie biz. Readers will discover real-life, yet upbeat portraits of the "shredder" jobs of the industry, such as assistant or d-girl, and how they can lead to the "keeper" jobs of actor,...
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What Functional Managers Need to Know About Project Management (The IIL/Wiley Series in Project Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Discover how functional managers can apply the Kerzner Approach® to project management

As a functional manager today, you need to become more involved in project management. That doesn't mean you need to become a project manager, but rather you need to know how to perform specific project-related tasks, work with project team...
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SAP GRC For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Governance, risk, and compliance—these three big letters can add up to one giant headache. But GRC doesn't have to be a boil on your corporate behind. SAP GRC For Dummies untangles the web of regulations that confronts your company and introduces you to software solutions the not only keep you in compliance, but also make your whole...
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Success Metrics: A Multidimensional Framework for Measuring Organizational SuccessApress, 2017

	Learn how to measure success at the individual and organizational levels. By measuring success in multiple dimensions using multivariate methods you will be able to determine what works and what doesn’t. The key is to measure and promote progress in terms of organizational vision, mission, and overarching goals.
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Enterprise Information Portals and Knowledge Management (KMCI Press)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2002
'Enterprise Information Portals and Knowledge Management' is the book on portals you've been waiting for. It is the only book that thoroughly considers, explores, and analyzes:
* The EIP orientation, outlook and evolution   

* A new methodology for estimating EIP benefits and costs   

* EIP and Enterprise Knowledge Portals (EKP)...
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Plunkett's Wireless, Wi-Fi, RFID & Cellular Industry Almanac 2011Plunkett Research, 2010

	Rapid development of new technologies is leading to ever more versatile, multipurpose mobile devices, including 3G and 4G Internet-enabled cell phones. Wireless networking and wireless Internet access are developing and expanding on a global basis at a rapid rate. Meanwhile, RFID (radio frequency identification) will revolutionize wireless...
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Building Self-confidence for DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Includes advice on making a great first impression
Be more confident in all walks of life  

We could all use a little more confidence in our lives. With a push in the right direction, you can discover how to carry yourself confidently at work, at home, and even in relationships. This friendly guide shows you what confidence is and where...
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